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Xerox® EIP Device Client

The AccuRoute Embedded Device Client for Xerox® Extensible Interface PlatformTM (EIP)
enables users to access AccuRoute’s advanced routing and distribution features through
buttons displayed on the touch screen control panel of Xerox EIP-enabled devices.
With traditional MFPs, users tell AccuRoute which routing instructions to perform by
including a paper Routing Sheet as part of the scanned document itself. AccuRoute
finds the Routing Sheet in the scanned image and performs the routing instructions
associated with the Embedded Directive (routing rules) on that Routing Sheet.
With Xerox EIP-enabled MFPs, the AccuRoute routing instructions are now available for
the walk-up user, presented as options on the control panel. Users can select from their
personal distributions – ones they have created for their own personal use – or public
distributions that are shared and available to any user at that particular device. Selecting
one of these distributions at the control panel is an alternative to specifying the
distribution by means of the paper Routing Sheet.

In addition to the full functionality available from AccuRoute, Omtool’s Embedded
Device Client for Xerox EIP provides users with simple scan-to-self/desktop and
scan-to-fax capabilities as additional routing options available through the touch screen.
Xerox EIP allows software developers such as Omtool to develop solutions that
streamline capture and routing options for users at each MFP. The solution can deliver
enhanced features and functionality to users at the device while streamlining and
simplifying the user experience. This is essential for environments that require broad
deployment across the enterprise of standardized workflows around document capture
and routing. In some cases, solutions can be packaged to meet the needs of specific
vertical markets in support of various workflows or regulatory mandates. In other cases,
large organizations may require even more adaptations to the user experience and
workflows at the device.

“Smart” MFP
Integration

AccuRoute for Xerox EIP also integrates with and enhances the functionality of user
authentication options available at the device, from standard network login to active
directory or other LDAP-compliant enterprise directories to Xerox Secure Access
Unified IDTM System. This enables secure login at the device using proximity cards.
Once the user has been identified and/or authenticated at the device, AccuRoute can
present routing options that are personalized to that individual user as well as to track all
routing actions performed by that user at that device in order to maintain a secure and
comprehensive audit trail.

AccuRoute delivers a comprehensive routing solution for the entire enterprise. The AccuRoute
Embedded Device Client for Xerox EIP extends this solution to a fleet of EIP-enabled
WorkCentre® MFPs deployed throughout the organization by simplifying the user experience and
standardizing document capture workflow and processing capabilities.

“Smart” MFP
Integration

The Power of AccuRoute for Xerox EIP
AccuRoute 2.2 provides native integration between the Xerox Extensible Interface Platform (EIP)
and the AccuRoute server, enabling walk-up users to access AccuRoute’s advanced document
scanning, conversion, and routing capabilities. AccuRoute enables users to scan from any Xerox
EIP MFP by selecting the following actions with one button:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scan-to-Self
Scan-to-Distributions (Personal, Public, and Custom Folders)
Scan-to-Fax
Scan-and-Send to Multiple Destinations Simultaneously
Scan and Send from User’s List of Stored Embedded Directives
Scan and Send from Common Lists of Embedded Directives

AccuRoute for Xerox EIP Highlights
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creates a comprehensive document capture, conversion, distribution, and archiving platform
Combines faxes, paper, and e-mails with “one button simple operation”
Leverages native DMS interface for UI and ease-of-use
Empowers users to control their own routing through embedded directives
Enables electronic documents at the desktop
Captures and routes paper or electronic files for efficient storage and immediate searching

System Requirements
• Any Xerox EIP-enabled MFP (for a complete list of EIP devices, visit www.xerox.com/eipinfo)
• AccuRoute Server version 2.1 or higher with Web API version 2.0 or higher
• AccuRoute Embedded Device Client for EIP version 1.0 and higher
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